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DIMENSIONS 
W 58,5 cm 
D 58 cm 
H total  82,5 cm 

FINISHES 
Upholstery:
Fabric cat. A-B-C, leather, soft leather 

In conformity with: 
UNI EN 1022 Stability of seating 
UNI EN 1728 Mechanical strenght and durability 
EN 15373 Strenght and durability for all types of 
adult seatings 
UNI 9175 Fire resistance – Certification – 1IM

Technical Data

ROOTA PLUS design Buzzati e Rocchi

Item: ROOTA PLUS AND ROOTA PLUS CANNETÉ

A new version of our well-known foldable Roota armchair 
that has been a key point of reference in the context of 
multifunctional applications. Roota Plus Canneté and Roota 
Plus have the latest version of this collection with a plus in 
every aspect, including dimensions, finishes, comfort and the 
introduction of its innovative seat mechanism, and without 
loosing the features of the standard Roota model.  
This armchair is distinguished by the clean and essential 
design which makes Roota Plus Canneté and Roota Plus 
suitable for any environment, from the classical one to the 
modern one. 
Furthernore, the chairs can be aligned, linking them together 
with a simple ganging clip. This flexibility allows to create 
any format required in a multifunctional situation in a just 
few minutes.  

TECHNICAL FEATURES 
Structure: 
Side support with inner structure in round section steel pipe, 
Ø 15 mm, and rectangular section 50x15 mm, 2 mm thick, all
moulded inside F/R foam, density 65 Kg/mc.
Seat and backrest: 
Roota Plus – Roota Plus Canneté: seat and backrest with 
inner structure in round section steel pipe, with elastic bands 
for bounding and support, all moulded inside F/R foam 
density 65 Kg/mc. Hinges to fold up the armchairs in 
polyamide grey color. 

MECHANISM 
It is possible to fold the armchair without any screws or 
hardware. A simple manual movement is sufficient to close 
and store the armchair in a very limited space. This option 
allows for a more practical and efficient use of the space. 
The seat can be folded thanks to its transfer movement. 

ACCESSORIES 
Right handed, anti-panic writing tablet 
Caps, casters, short and long tube and a ganging clip in black 
polypropylene to link the armchairs together and align them 
along straight or curved lines, with a minimum radius of 7000 
mm. 
Cart used to deliver 8 folded armchairs 
A couple of ganging clips to align the seatings. 

TESTING 
ROOTA seating has passed the most stringent tests and 
provides extensive guarantees on the quality of the materials 
used.
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FINISHES 
Upholstery: 
Fabric cat. A-B-C, leather, soft leather 

In conformity with: 
UNI EN 1022 Stability of seating 
UNI EN 1728 Mechanical strenght and durability 
EN 15373 Strenght and durability for all types 
of adult seatings 
UNI 9175 Fire resistance – Certification – 1IM

Technical Data

ROOTA-ROOTA CLIO design Buzzati e Rocchi

Item: ROOTA – ROOTA CLIO

The original Roota model with the square backrest and its 
twin Roota Clio with the rounded backrest have been 
selected for the most important, multifunctional halls 
worldwide. The elegant and classical design allows Roota to 
be a product without age and at the same time always 
contemporary, ready to be placed in any environment.  
The secret of the success of Roota, Roota Plus Canneté and 
Roota Plus is immediately evident. In a few seconds, and 
with a simple movement the armchair can be folded, without 
using any tools and hardware, and it can be stacked in a 
small space. Roota is the ideal solution for a quick and 
practical coordination of multifunctional halls. 

TECHNICAL FEATURES 
Structure: 
Side support with inner structure in round section steel pipe, 
Ø 15 mm, and rectangular section 50x15 mm, 2 mm thick, all
moulded inside F/R foam, density 65 Kg/mc.
Seat and backrest: 
Roota – Roota Clio: seat and backrest with inner structure in 
round section steel pipe, all moulded inside F/R foam density 
65 Kg/mc. Hinges to fold up the armchairs in polyamide 
black color. 

MECHANISM 
It is possible to fold the armchair without using any any 
screws and hardware. A simple manual movement is 
sufficient to close and store the armchair in a very limited 
space. This option allows for a more practical and efficient 
use of the space. 
The seat can be folded thanks to its transfer movement. 

ACCESSORIES 
Right handed, anti-panic writing tablet 
Caps, casters, short and long tube and a ganging clip in black 
polypropylene to link the armchairs together and align them 
along straight or curved lines, with a minimum radius of 7000 
mm. 
Cart used to deliver 8 folded armchairs 
A couple of ganging clips to align the seatings. 

TESTING 
ROOTA seating has passed the most stringent tests and 
provides extensive guarantees on the quality of the materials 
used.
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